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PRODUCTS
BABY & KIDS



Anti Slip Water

Drain
Hole

Armrest
Pump Cap

Headrest

BATH SOFA

FEATURES

SIZE

BABY & KIDS PRODUCTS

Easy inflation with built-in air pump.
It can be used as baby learning seat, bath chair and dining chair.
The vibrant colours attract baby’s attention besides cultivating the proper 
sitting position  with its ergonomic design.  
Can also be an auxiliary product to help train the baby’s independent ability, 
so babies can sit under the guardian of adults.
Ideal for travel and perfect for showering on the go and even for the beach.

Suitable for babies over 6 months old.

BABY & KIDS COMFORT SOCKS

FEATURES

SIZE

Lightweight and elastic material.
Keep feet warm while in water.
Comfortable and help prevent injury to sole of foot when walking or running on rocky surfaces.
Textured sole and toe cap help reduce slips and falls while the stretchy top shields the tops 
of the feet from sunburn.
Machine washable.

20-21
22-23
24-25
26-27
28-29



Printed designs
UV 135

Brimmed Hat
UV 054

Brimmed Hat - UV 054

Plain colour
UV 146

Multi colours
UV 116

Printed designs - UV 135

Plain colour - UV 146

Multi colours - UV 116

BABY & KIDS AQUANAPPY

FEATURES
Standard 
Aquanappy

Swim Nappies
with Skirt

Diaper Short

Open Style
Aquanappy

Adjustable 
Drim
Aquanappy

SIZE

BABY & KIDS PRODUCTS

Made from 100% polyester and available in both solid and printed fabric.
Snug fitting swim nappies that can help prevent toilet disasters when baby is in pool.
Lightweight and fit baby comfortably.
Machine washable & reusable.
Does not reduce mobility.

3-6mths
6-12mts

12-18mths
18-24mths

BABY & KIDS SUN HAT
FEATURES

SIZE
1-4 years
4-5 years

0-2 years
2-5 years

0-1 years
1-3 years
3-6 years

1-4 years
5-7 years

2-6years
1-4 years
4-5 years

Legionnaires Hat

Legionnaires Hat

Bucket Hat
UV 066

Floppy Hat
UV 169

Bucket Hat - UV 066

Baby

Floppy Hat - UV 169

The Sun Hat gives good coverage and has ties to keep it in place.
Can protect a child’s sensitive skin from harmful says of the sun. 
All style are made from 100% lightweight polyester and
are available in two sizes.

BABY & KIDS WARM BELLY SUIT
FEATURES

SIZE

Baby Warm Belly Suit

Kids Warm Belly Suit

0-1 years

Kids
1-2 years
3-4 years
5-6 years
7-8 years
9-10 years

Made from soft neoprene material.
Provides excellent insulation.
Keep babies warm in water.
Comfortable and adjustable wetsuit strong velcro at shoulders and 
bottom, allowing a snug fit yet some growing room flexibility.



COLLECTION
HEAD GEAR



PU Swim Caps

Lycra Caps
Combo Colour

Lycra Caps
Solid Colour

Polyester Caps

WATER POLO CAPS

HEAD GEAR COLLECTION

FEATURES

SIZE
Adult Size 

SIZE
Adult Size
Junior Size 

Comfortably conforms to head shape.
Nylon strings comfortably secure cap to head.
Designed to withstand the roughest game play.
One size fits most.

POLYESTER & LYCRA CAPS

FEATURES
It has a soft, comfortable feel.
Polyester swim caps are known to be very soft and will never catch or pull your hair.
Since Polyester is a fabric, these caps will allow water to flow through the material 
while swimming, they will not keep your hair dry.
A Lycra swim cap is made of the same material as most swimsuits are made of, 
which is, in fact, a mix of Lycra and polyester.
It can come in a lot of different colors, as is made possible by the lycra fabric. 
Most often, however, it sports a single color or at most two colors.
It can be solid colour or custom printed.

White Team
Sublimation PrintingPlain Colour

Blue Team

Solid Colour/
Custome printed

Combo Colour



Junior Size 

JUNIOR PRINTED CHARACTER CAPS

FEATURES

SIZE

HEAD GEAR COLLECTION

Featuring an ergonomic 3D design for improved comfort and fit, this red, silicone swim cap creates a smooth outline in the water. 
Great for swimming lessons or swimming club training sessions.
Ergonomic 3D Design for improved comfortable fit. Comfortable and easy to fit.
Silicone is durable for long lasting wear and won't snag or pull hair.
Cap helps protect hair against chlorine.
100% Silicone.

EXCLUSIVE LADIES CAPS

Adult

FEATURES

SIZE

Stylish turban fabric swim caps in different colours.
Lightweight comfortable and durable.
Quickly and easily to take on and off without troubles.
Protect your hair and ear while swimming.
These swim caps are designed to fit not only for amateurs,but also great for professionals.



PRODUCTS

SWIM VEST &
FLOATATION



2-3 years
3-6 years

KIDS SWIM VEST

FEATURES

SIZE

SWIM VEST & FLOATATION PRODUCTS

KIDS FRONT & BACK PAD

Kids Swim Vest is perfect for teaching your young children how to swim, featuring a 
buoyancy aid to both the back and front of the vest to keep your child a float.
These Swim Vest is completed with a full length zip for easy removal and dressing, 
finished off with a hook and loop tape tab tot the upper chest for a secure fit. 

2-6 years

FEATURES

SIZE

Adjustable crutch strap to secure infant in place
Elastic shoulder and side straps
Contains no dangerous phtalates
Freedom of movement
Keeps air inside unless squeezed
Safe product

2-6 years

FEATURES

SIZE

Learn-to-swim aid for beginners in the water
Suitable for use in lake / pool / beach 
Superior stability & confidence builder for kids 
Comfortable design, more freedom to swim and play
Adjustable buckle snaps in back 

2-6 years

FEATURES

SIZE

Simple and practical floater for kids learning to swim.
Allows your children to move freely rather than cumbersome arm floaties.
Durable high density foam, lightweight, soft, comfortable.
Safe snugger belt clip and strap.

KIDS SWIM MATE JUMPER

KIDS SWIM BACK FLOAT (FOAM)

Kids Swim Vest Sublimation printingCustom Print
Neoprene Swim 
Trainer Vest



PRODUCTS
INFLATABLE



PVC FABRIC ARMBAND
1-3 years
3-6 years

STANDARD ARMBAND
0-2 years
2-6 years
6-12 years
12+ years

STANDARD & FABRIC ARMBAND

FEATURES

SIZE

INFLATABLE PRODUCTS

CHARACTER & ROLL-UP ARMBAND

Fabric Armband
2-6 years

Dual chamber heavy duty inflatable arm band for added safety and durability.
Durable PVC construction offers long-lasting fun, and their snug fit keeps kids safe.
From the beach to the pool, they'll be sporting a comfy fit and a bright design that'll make them easy to spot. 

2-12 years

FEATURES

SIZE

Teach your child swimming in style with the Character Armband & Roll-Up Armband.
These armband provides perfect support in the water.
It is made from high-quality PVC for durability. 
It features two air chambers for utmost safety.

2-6 Years

FEATURES

SIZE

Our Kids Swim Wing Loops allow your child to explore and enjoy time in the water as they learn 
about buoyancy and advance towards their first swim lessons. 
These armband provides perfect support in the water.
They are easy to put on and fit perfectly to your arm when pumping.
Soft material and seamless construction in places in contact with the skin ensure maximum comfort.
The buoyancy aid does not contain dangerous plasticizers and meets all European safety standards.

SWIM WING LOOPS / FLOATING ARMBANDS

PVC Fabric Armband Standard Armband Fabric Armband

Roll-Up PVC ArmbandCharacter Armband



Up to 1 years
1-2 years

STANDARD BABY SEAT

FEATURES

SIZE

INFLATABLE PRODUCTS

INFLATABLE SWIM RING

This baby swim seat is a safe and relaxing way to introduce your baby  to the water.
By kicking and splashing freely, your baby is able to gain confidence and take the first steps towards learning to swim. 
The seat has wide leg holes and a circular inner ring for comfort and safety. 
It has more buoyancy in the corners for maximum stability and a double thickness seat for durability. 

50 cm
60 cm

FEATURES

SIZE

It have two inflation chambers, this swim ring provides a lot of stability. 
The inflation chambers are fitted with one-way check valves.
Only use under adult supervision.

INFLATABLE BEACH BALL

40 cm
50 cm
60 cm

FEATURES

SIZE

Liven up your pool party with this inflatable beach ball.
This is a perfect addition to any game of "keep away" or "monkey in the middle".
 Bring it to the beach for a fun day in the sun. 
Also great for backyard family activities and birthday parties. 



PRODUCTS
ACCESSORIES



Children Beach Socks

Neoprene Glove

Sport Towel - TW 033

Lycra Glove

Adult Beach Socks
BEACH SOCKS CHILDREN & ADULT

HEAD & EAR BAND

FEATURES

SIZE

ACCESSORIES PRODUCTS

Super soft, stretchy and breathable for all of your water and sand sports.
Run free without the worry of sand in your feet.
Available in different sizes for men women and kids

Children & Junior Size : Adult Size :
20-21
22-23
24-25
26-27
28-29

30-31
32-33
34-35
36-37

36-37 (XS)
38-39 (S)
40-41 (M)
42-43 (L)
44-45 (XL)

FEATURES

SIZE
Junior size
Senior size

This stylish neoprene headband helps hold ear plugs and custom ear moulds in place during water activities.
Great for swimming, bathing, canoeing, surfing, kayaking, water skiing and other water activities.
Ear Bands help keep ears warm during cold water and winter activities and even help keep hair out of your face.
The headband is made of comfortable, durable, stretchy neoprene with a strong, adjustable, hook and loop closure.

NEOPRENE & LYCRA GLOVE

SPORT TOWEL

FEATURES

SIZE

Neoprene Gloves have a very comfortable fit and are easy to put on and remove.
These comfortable gloves offer maximum resistance to build upper body strength 
during swimming workouts or water aerobics.
Palm side is made from durable neoprene for a non-slip grip and added resistance. 

S, M, L

FEATURES

SIZE

The  Sports Towel is designed for use at the gym, for swimming or even for travelling. 
Soft and comfortable.
Ultra-light and portable.
Quick drying antibacterial.

L 90 cm x W 40 cm



Dive ShapeDive Weight
Dive Shapes Dive Character

DIVING GAMES

SWIM COLLAR / NECK REST (FOAM)

FEATURES

SIZE

ACCESSORIES PRODUCTS

Diving games add some fun and excitement to any pool party.
Be sure to find out how well your little or big guests can swim and always have adult supervision.
Dive pool games for kids can be geared to the theme of your party.

Free size

FEATURES

SIZE
Adult

Swim collars support the swimmer underneath the chin and head, keeping the head securely above 
water while allowing the body to move more freely underwater.
The swim collar is made from durable sewn zippered nylon and provides comfortable support 
that shouldn’t chafe or bother the skin.

MESH BAG

FEATURES

SIZE

A versatile bag that you can take with you to practice all season long
Specially designed for swimmers, the bag is made of durable materials 
to ensure confidence and comfort.
Comes in wide variety of colours and sizes.

W18" X H30"
W11" X H14"
W 12" X H 15"



EXERCISE&CASUAL WEAR



Plain Colour

Plain Colour

Combo Colour

Combo Colour
Kids UV Shirt Kids UV Shirt

Adult UV Shirt
Plain & Combo Colour

Printed Colour

CHILDREN UV SHIRT SHORT  SLEEVE

CHILDREN UV SHIRT LONG  SLEEVE

ADULT UV SHIRT LONG  SLEEVE

FEATURES

SIZE

EXERCISE & CASUAL WEAR

Developed by our design teams to protect kids from the sun when surfing and bodyboarding.
To reduce irritation from skin coming into contact with the board.
Close fit for greater stability in the waves.

2-3 years
4-5 years
6-7 years

FEATURES

SIZE

Developed by our design teams to protect kids  from the sun when surfing and bodyboarding.
To reduce irritation from skin coming into contact with the board.
Close fit for greater stability in the waves.

FEATURES
Developed by our design teams to protect from the sun when surfing and bodyboarding.
To reduce irritation from skin coming into contact with the board.
Close fit for greater stability in the waves.

2-3 years
4-5 years
6-7 years

SIZE
S,   M,   L,   XL,   XXL



 TRAINING
TOOLS



Kickboard - Printed Design

Aqua Board ErgomomicSolid colour

Printed Design

DumbellFoam Noodles

A545

KICKBOARD

PULLBUOY

JUNIOR & SENIOR 

SENIOR 

FOAM NOODLES & DUMBELL

FEATURES

SIZE

TRAINING TOOLS

The swimming kickboard is made of premium EVA compressed foam to deliver long lasting effect. 
Lightweight, soft, flexible, floatable, impermeable and fracture resistant.
The kickboard was created with beginners in mind. Whether you are a kid playing in a small pool or learning to 
swim for the first time, an adult who loves to workout, or just float and relax, this board is the perfect fit for exercise and fun.
Swimming kickboard is designed to effectively immobilize arms and increase leg workout efficiency, making it easy, enjoyable 
and effective to achieve strong, toned legs while swimming, improving leg endurance,

Senior
Junior

FEATURES

SIZE

Our design teams have developed this pullbuoy fin for intermediate swimmers who are 
improving and want more buoyancy in their legs.
The pullbuoy offers more buoyancy to your legs to help the swimmer have good positioning 
in the water and have a more intensive arm workout.

FEATURES
They are made of a long-lasting EVA foam that dries quickly between uses.
Each pool noodle is constructed with a special foam compound that is denser than others, resulting in increased buoyancy and rigidity.

Free size

SIZE
Free Size



JUNIOR

JR Floatation Belt 5 Panels
A485

JR Floatation Belt 5 Panels

JR Fish Shape Floatation Belt

A408

A558JR Floatation Belt

A 541
WATER JOGGING BELT

FLOATATION BELT

FEATURES

SIZE

TRAINING TOOLS

Soft, comfortable closed cell foam belt worn around waist.
Designed with added back support to relieve stress on lower back. 
This Water Jogging Belt suspends body in upright position in water at shoulder level. 
Useful for swimmers with physical or neurological disabilites.

Adult

FEATURES

SIZE

The floatation swimming belt, for children between 18-30kg, is ideal as a buoyancy aid for beginner swimmers. 
The size-adjustable belt with five buoyancy elements can be optimally adapted to the child.
This prevents it from slipping out of the belt.
The belt can be closed securely using the click fastener.
The pleasantly soft and light buoyancy elements ensure a high level of comfort.

Junior



LIFE
JACKET
PERSONAL FLOATATION DEVICE



SV 084

SV 127 SV 126 SV 179SV 193 SV 129

SV 132 SV 121

SV 119

LIFE JACKET

PERSONAL FLOATATION DEVICE

CHILDREN

FEATURES

SIZE

LIFE JACKET

The life jacket is lightweight and has good buoyancy. 
It is very useful for outdoor activities.
Reflective patches for security concerns.
Adjustable straps provide a secure, personal fit.

S, M, L, XL

S, M, L, XL

LIFE JACKETADULT

FEATURES

SIZE

This life jacket is designed to fit 99% of adults weighing over 90 lbs (or 41 kg).
Vibrant high-visibility colors and 3M reflective trim make this life jacket ideal 
for any occasion on or around the water.
A wide range of sizes are available to suit the whole family.
Multi-layered soft foam for a comfortable fit
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